Croton-Harmon Union Free School District
10 Gerstein Street
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520
CHUFSD School Re-Entry Task Force

Executive Summary Part I: Survey #1 Parents/Guardians

Breakdown, by school, of the number of students “Not too well” or “Struggled.”
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The amount of resources, assignments, and learning materials received - broken down by school:
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The grade levels of families who felt the eLearning platform/delivery for instruction was “Not
appropriate/not user friendly”:

The grade levels of families who stated, “I, another adult, or older sibling, sat with my child the
whole time”:
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Breakdown by building of hours each day engaged in eLearning:
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How well did each work for your child?

Recorded Morning Message
from my child's teacher that
provided lessons/directions

Recorded lessons for specific
subject areas presented by a
Croton Harmon Teacher

Independent practice
assignments for reading and
writing (RazKids, IXL,
Achieve3000, etc)

Independent practice
assignments for Math
(IXL, Imagine Math,
Zearn)

How well did each work for your child?

200

100

0

Watching suggested
videos-Zearn, Youtube

Scheduled live instruction
from the teacher-Google
Meet in small groups
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Scheduled live
instruction from the
teacher-Google Meet
with the whole class

How well did each work for your child?

200

100

0

Written communication
from the teacher

Office hour and check-in
opportunities with
teachers

strongly disagree

Assignments posted on
Google Classroom

strongly agree

very dissatisfied

very satisfied
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Free Response: Major Themes (Parent/Guardians):
General
● eLearning, in general is too difficult for some learners
● Busy work seemed to be assigned too frequently
● eLearning worked well but it will never take the place of in-person instruction
● eLearning is very difficult when both parents are working at home and there are young
students in the home
● eLearning should include more projects where students can interact virtually with other
students. Teachers should assign rich, interdisciplinary, engaging projects that invoice
choice, agency, and critical thinking
● eLearning should include more writing
● eLearning should have grades. Pass/Fail is very hard to motivate students
● eLearning is too hard for Kindergarten and 1st grade students
Synchronous Instruction
● Daily real-time, synchronous instruction is needed
● More small group student/teacher interactions
● eLearning was really successful when students had relationships with their teachers.
Live instruction helps build that
● Specials need to be more meaningful and live sessions
Asynchronous Instruction
● Asynchronous instructional video produced by the teacher to support synchronous
instruction
● It was great when grade level teachers shared their instructional videos
● eLearning should have a lot of asynchronous assignments as each family is different
and the live sessions are difficult to attend. This affords families flexibility.
● All sessions/meetings should be mandatory, not optional
Teacher Training
● Teachers need more training in Google Suite
Consistent Learning Platform (Google Classroom/SeeSaw)
● A consistent learning platform is important for the district, not all teachers used Google
Classroom or SeeSaw
Organization of Assignments & Learning Platform (Google Classroom/SeeSaw)
● Some grade levels were more organized than others
● When assigning a project, teachers need to give more specific instructions
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Teacher Feedback
● Parent/teacher conferences should continue even in an eLearning environment
● eLearning assignments require more feedback from teachers
● Teacher feedback needs to be consistent
● eLearning should promote and emphasize soft skills such as time management, etc.
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Executive SummaryPart II: Survey #1 eLearning Students

Breakdown, by school, of students “Not too well” or “Struggled.”


9

not east at all

very easy
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How well did each way of instruction work for you?

Recorded messages from
my teacher that provided
lessons/directions

Recorded lessons for
specific subject areas
presented by my teacher
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Independent practice
assignments for reading
and writing (RazKids, IXL,
Achieve3000, etc)

Independent practice
assignments for Math (IXL,
Imagine Math, Zearn)

How well did each way of instruction work for you?

150

100

50

0

Watching instructional videos
(YouTube, Zearn, etc.)

Scheduled live instruction from
the teacher - Google Meet in
small groups

Scheduled live instruction from the
teacher-Google Meet with the whole
class

How well did each way of instruction work for you?

200

150

100

50

0

Written communication from
the teacher

Office hour and check-in
opportunities with teachers
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Assignments posted on Google
Classroom

Free Response: Major Themes (Students):
What could teachers or other adults at school have done to better help you through
eLearning?
General
● Assign more interactive assignments and less busy work
● Nothing to change, eLearning is good as we can move at our own pace
Synchronous Instruction
● Explain the content before assigning the assignment
● Use Google meet (real time, synchronous) more
● Have more scheduled classes, sometimes office hours conflicted with each other
● Scheduled office hours or Google meet time should be mandatory
● Too much Zearn, teachers should do a problem set with us and then assign some Zearn
Asynchronous Instruction
● Produce more asynchronous videos
Teacher Feedback/Assignments
● Have longer due dates for assignments
● Post all assignments on Sunday and they are not due for a week
● Some classes had too much work and others too little - teachers should communicate
with each other
Teacher Training
● Teachers need more training in Google Classroom and all teachers should have to use
Google classroom
Consistent Learning Platform (Google Classroom/SeeSaw)
● All teachers/grades should use the same platform
Organization of Assignments & Learning Platform (Google Classroom/SeeSaw)
● Post assignments for the week or first thing in the morning
What supplies or resources would have made accessing eLearning easier?
General
● Build in a catch up day in the week
● Nothing
● My own computer
● More art supplies
● The classwork/ schedule could have been just a little more organized
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●
●
●
●

Having teachers post the work two weeks before it is due so you can space out the
different work
Using books, pen and paper instead of web based learning materials
Having the books that the teacher read outloud to the students.
Mental health resources.

Synchronous Instruction
● Everyday classes
● Access to more one on one time with teachers would have made this easier.
● More of a schedule for live sessions
● I feel like Resource Room in my schedule helps because I think it has given me support
throughout PVC
Asynchronous Instruction
● More explanations before assignments
● More videos
● Use Google Jamboard, an online whiteboard that can be used alongside google meets
to create a classroom like environment.
● Daily videos explaining each lesson may be a little much, but there needs to be more
communication
Teacher Training
● If teachers actually used the Google Classroom as it should, then staying organized
would be much easier
● All teachers using Google Classroom
Teacher Feedback
● More feedback on submitted work

What challenges did you have while completing school work at home?
Distraction/Staying Focused
● Noise in the house and keeping up with all the emails
● Sometimes when I just got distracted or really bored I would just sit around.
● Short attention span
● I had everyone in the house so there were lots of distractions all around, plus parents
wanted us to be helping them with other things while we were doing work, making the
environment terrible.
● Finding a workable place in my house with no distractions.
● Distractions from my family made it hard to concentrate sometimes
● School isn’t the same without friends around
● I live with four siblings and two parents. I need a place to be where I can escape.
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Motivation
● I wasn’t as motivated as usual
● Procrastination
● It was tough to muster the motivation and develop the self discipline to basically be
teaching yourself and do work on your own time. After a while it became normal and I
developed a routine so it was easier. I developed a lot of self discipline through this
process.
● Got tired of Zearn and IXL after a while
● Hard to spend too much time in front of the computer
● Sometimes it was hard to work because of my family being noisy around me so I had to
wear noise cancelling headphones.
Timely help
● Figuring out how to do the homework
● I struggled to keep up with my AP classes
● Relying on email to reach out to teachers, which usually meant a 2-3 hour response time
making it impossible to do the work like a normal day
● Not having someone right there to ask for help
● Need more real time help from teachers
● More live interactions with teachers
● It was challenging to complete school work at home when I did not understand the topic
very well and I would get frustrated.
● No immediate access to teachers
WiFi or Internet Issues
● Internet connection issues
● Staying focused and motivated
● Wifi/computer didn’t work for google meets so I had to use my phone making it more
difficult for me to see presentations being facilitated by the teachers.
● Absence of a mic and good camera on my computer
What else would you like us to know about your eLearning experience?
General
● This worked for closing the year, but I couldn’t do a whole course like this.
● It was hard and terrible
● It was pretty good overall
● I think it was handled very well given the circumstances
● I wish it was more interactive.
● I really like eLearning and I’m considering switching to Online School possibly.
● It was not great and I wish they had found another way.
● It was mediocre. Nothing horrible, nothing great.
● It was overall pretty good and I was happy with all the effort that my teachers put in to
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●
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●
●

●
●

make it easier for me and my classmates.
I really enjoyed learning at home. I almost wish there was more work.
That the teachers did a great job preparing lessons. I would think it would be a hard
thing to do.
I don't really like learning from home, but I learned to set goals for myself. Also, after a
couple of projects done last minute, I stopped procrastinating as much, so I think I
learned a lot of things that would prepare me for 7th grade.
The hardest part that I miss about eLearning is seeing people at school!! I love my
teachers, and friends, and everyone that is at PVC, and it is so much better learning at
the school instead of my room. So, thank you so much to everyone who is working hard
to help and support the students with whatever we need, and I appreciate all of your
hard work.
It was obvious that some teachers were putting in more work than others and I'm
thankful to those who put in a lot of work.
It was horrible
I love it!
I would like to commend the teachers for being so understanding and guiding us all
through this time.
I completely understand that the eLearning experience has been an attempt to make the
best of a bad situation and I think that was accomplished. I think the school did a very
good job at keeping school life at home as regimented and interactive as possible. My
comments are only trying to help make the coming year more smooth. My last remark
would be if we are entirely at home this coming year having the day taken up with virtual
lessons in addition to the workload we have been seeing in the past week will be difficult
to manage. For many of the more difficult classes the work we have been getting takes
many hours to complete, and is made more difficult because we were being made to
essentially teach it to ourselves. So if we were to do this on top of the scheduled calls all
day it would not be ideal for stress management.
I wish it was more of a learning experience not just assignments
I had some amazing teachers this year who really tried their best to make this work for
us. Some of them were always available, helpful, and trying new things to make
eLearning better. I know it isn't easy and a few of them, in particular, were really working
super hard, and I am very grateful to them. Also, I am glad that the administration is
looking for feedback and I hope that you continue to do so.

Synchronous Instruction
● We need daily live instruction
● I like live classes more than teachers giving us work and then handing it in.
● I am very fortunate to have a computer, smartphone, and good WiFi. However, some
don’t have the same advantages. ELearning may work well for me, but there are many
that are put at a disadvantage by this system. I hope that we are able to return to school
this upcoming school year (which is something I never knew I would want) and
everything can return to a certain level of normality. Thank you!
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I think Google meets classes are a lot better than just working in google classroom.
I prefer regular school, and if we have to do this in September, i would prefer having
google meet classes instead of just google classroom assignments. Having live lessons
is also a must
If the work were a little more with the same schedule as it is for the last 2 weeks, it would
be great!
Everyone’s situations at home are different so making one time when all classes occur is
difficult, I was unable to attend a few of my classes due to work or family issues.
Therefore, if school is online next year i feel that there should be way more flexibility.
A class meeting for 30 minutes 3 times a week is not enough of a learning structure or
routine.
Google meet check ins were very helpful
Need more live, interactive lessons, so we can see our friends
I think the google meets can sometimes be awkward
I would have liked there to be more one-on-one meetings with the teachers and/or small
groups.
I prefer live sessions, especially in smaller groups. Ending the last 2 weeks of school
with live sessions in all my classes helped bring me some closure.

Asynchronous Instruction
● Google meets we’re not helpful. The best method that my teachers used was recording
themselves teaching, not live learning on meets. Recorded lessons are 100 times more
productive than google meets.
● It just didn’t feel natural or good. I’m actually enjoying the video classes though and I
think that could work if we had like full lessons each 20 mins per class, but shorter
breaks because it’d be nice if it could still go fast.
Consistent Platform
● I really would like it if all teachers had a google classroom.
● it was 100x easier to do work for teachers with a google classroom.
● I had a treacherous experience in any class that did not use google classroom.
Organization
● If we had scheduled days for when each subject had all its assignments due (i.e. on
tuesdays math is due, wednesdays english, etc.) I believe that it would be easier on the
students regarding time management and organization.
● It was super fun and easy to follow. I wouldn't be worried or afraid if we had to do it again
because of the circumstances. very organized.
● Less work for AP students in the two weeks leading up to the AP Exam (For all classes).
● I really appreciate more structure, and more digestible assignments instead of big
projects with vague guidelines. Also, when teachers schedule “office hours” very few
kids actually go, I prefer talking to my teachers over email.
● My favorite part of elearning was the AP videos that the college board made. I thought
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they were structured very well and croton could model themselves off them
I think that all the teachers and staff have done a wonderful job organizing eLearning!
It’s not flexible at all, because teachers expect us to finish everything before the deadline
because we have nothing better to do. I did have better things to do, like focus on my
mental health and not being anxious 24/7.
It was awesome thank you so much teachers !!!!
eLearning is adequate for the short-term and CET has done an excellent job in
designing this program at short notice. School MUST resume in the Fall - this is critical
for the kids,
Overall, my eLearning experience was pretty good, but definitely not perfect. It was
much harder in the first two weeks, but it got much better after that, as everyone was still
getting used to it.
It sometimes for me got a little bit boring. Maybe for the class online you could make it a
little bit more fun
I had no complications and it was a good experience!
I liked that we got a lot of work done and faster than how we would have done it in an
actual classroom.
For the most part, being at home was easier than being at school because I had way
more flexibility with my day. I usually got all of my eLearning done by noon and had free
time until dinner. I did miss working in groups with my friends on big projects.
I think so far the teachers have been trying their hardest and I am really grateful. not only
do the teachers have to keep track of hundreds of kids they also have to care for their
children too. So thank you.
It could have been way worse for me but personally it worked out pretty well. I just wish
some teachers were a little more understanding about the workload they had given us
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Executive SummaryPart III: Survey #1 eLearning Faculty

not at all confident

extremely confident
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not at all confident

extremely confident
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taking care of young
children or other
family members
within my home

helping my children
with their school
work

experiencing difficulty
creating a work area
conductive to providing
instruction

experiencing
difficulty with
technology

not experiencing any
barriers

Free Response: Major Themes (Faculty):
What additional professional development supports or resources do you need?
Devices
● A laptop versus a Chromebook
● A Chromebook
● Elmo/Document Camera
● Video camera
Time to work with colleagues
● Would like some more planning time
● Planning days with colleagues
Technology Information/Tech Bulletin/Tech Website/Professional Development
● Continue professional development of the instructional model (in-person/
blended/remote)
● Continue professional development in synchronous instruction and ways to create more
effective synchronous lessons
● Keeping all tech offerings in one location versus the separate emails about offerings
● Continue with live tech professional development
● Keep all software applications current
● Differentiate tech offerings based on skill level
● Continue to offer professional development in screencastify, flipped classrooms, Google
Suite, Flipgrid, Google Classroom, SeeSaw
● Would like to see more apps for high school
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What professional development supports or resources have you found most valuable?
Collaboration with colleagues and other districts
● PNW BOCES, LHRIC, neighboring districts
● Faculty meetings, dept. Meetings, team meeting
● Weekly collaboration with content teachers
● Shared resources
● 1:1 Edutek support
Tech Tools
● Screencastify, SeeSaw, Google products, etc.

What was the most effective delivery of instruction strategy/platform that you have used
and would recommend to other teachers?
Use of Tech Tools
● Google Classroom, Google Meet, Google Chat and other Google products
● Pre-recorded lessons with Google Slides
● Edpuzzles
● Combination of resources depending on the lesson/unit
● Educreations
● Choice boards
● Flipgrid
● Vocaroo
● Screencastify
● SeeSaw
What is the most successful strategy you have used to communicate with families during
eLearning?
Mode
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Email
Google Meets
SeeSaw
Google Classroom
Website
Creating a daily learning grid which was emailed daily to parents and posted the grid on
our google classrooms
Email with links to lessons
Using the parent portal
Calling home
Class pages and K-12 alert
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●
●
●
●
●

Inviting parents to join my Classroom where they can monitor their student’s work and
due dates. Parents also can access Calendar to have a broader picture.
Remind app for students
Weekly progress notes and written feedback directly in student assignments
Daily emails with lesson plans and expectations
Posted daily written morning message, weekly assignment chart, email, written and/or
recorded messages to provide feedback on Seesaw
Using the email function in Google Classroom

What else would you like us to know about your eLearning instruction experience?
General Comments
● eLearning worked well for some not all students
● I found that the quality and quantity of my instructions and students’ works are just as
good as the normal school setting. Actually I graded more assignments than before.
When you are not in the classroom where you can see their faces and assess their
understanding right there and then, you have to look at each student’s work carefully in
order to make the assessment on students’ achievement or lack of it. Each student gets
more individual attention. Based on my students’ feedback, they feel that they learned
just as much and don’t feel like anything lesser than before.
● This was extremely stressful. There was a lot of pressure
● Work days 10-14 hours
● It was (and continues to be) very difficult to be separated from my colleagues and
students for such an extended time. However, in some ways I feel that many
relationships have deepened during this time that we have all been working so hard to
support one another.
● It is helpful when we keep all tech resources in one place
● Need to revisit the grading process during remote learning to ensure that there is a level
of student accountability
● This was a very stressful time for both me and my students. It was mentally and
emotionally draining. I felt like the administration did not fully appreciate the struggles
that teachers were having in their own lives at home during this time. This was evident
by the increasing demands put on teachers.
● Students did not attend all of the live sessions
● I felt great success using the tools to communicate and deliver instruction
● Hard to manage the synchronous schedule
● I found that I was more creative
● Some students wouldn’t turn on their cameras/microphones during Google Meets
● We could always use more training
● This was mostly a good experience
● Hard to monitor how much work the student should be completing daily
● We could use more supplies at home
● We need to continue having flexibility with 1:1 work sessions
● Challenges with whole class Google meets and student participation/engagement versus
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●
●

smaller groups
Need to review proper Google Meet etiquette
Pre recorded videos worked very well because students could work at their own pace
and work with their family's schedule. For my class, the google meets were great to
connect with students and continue to foster their social, emotional, and class
community needs. However, due to schedules and technology issues, I think the
recorded videos were better for instruction.
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